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Disclaimer
This presentation and the information contained herein does not constitute an offer for sale or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the issuer.
This document contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, each as amended, including, in particular, statements about StoneCo Ltd.’s (the
“Company”) plans, strategies and prospects and estimates of industry growth or prospects. These statements identify prospective information and may include words such as “believe,” “may,” “will,” “aim,” “estimate,” “continue,” “anticipate,” “intend,”
“expect,” “forecast,” “plan,” “predict,” “project,” “potential,” “aspiration,” “objectives,” “should,” “purpose,” “belief,” and similar, or variations of, or the negative of such words and expressions, although not all forward-looking statements contain these
identifying words. All statements other than statements of historical fact contained in this presentation may be forward-looking statements. The Company has based these forward-looking statements on its estimates and assumptions of its financial results
and its current expectations and projections about future events and financial trends that it believes may affect its financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, short-term and long-term business operations and objectives, and financial needs
as of the date of this presentation. These forward-looking statements are conditioned upon and also involve a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially
from those anticipated by these forward-looking statements. Such risks, uncertainties, and other factors may be beyond the Company’s control and may pose a risk to the Company’s operating and financial condition. In addition, the Company operates in a
very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks emerge from time to time. It is not possible for the Company’s management to predict all risks, nor can the Company assess the impact of all factors on its business or the extent to which any
factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements that the Company may make. Accordingly, you should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of future
events.
Risks that contribute to the uncertain nature of the forward-looking statements include, among others, risks associated with the Company’s ability to anticipate market needs and develop and deliver new and enhanced products and services functionalities
to address the rapidly evolving market for payments and point-of-sale, financial technology, and marketing services; the Company’s ability to differentiate itself from its competition by delivering a superior customer experience and through its network of
hyper-local sales and services, the Company’s ability to expand its product portfolio and market reach and deal with the substantial and increasingly intense competition in its industry; the Company’s ability to retain existing clients, attract new clients, and
increase sales to all clients; changes to the rules and practices of payment card networks and acquiring processors; the Company’s ability to obtain debt and equity financings; possible fluctuations in the Company’s results of operation and operating metrics;
the effect of management changes and business initiatives; and other known and unknown risks, all of which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond the Company’s control. The Company has provided additional information in its reports on file
with the Securities and Exchange Commission concerning factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in this presentation and encourages you to review these factors. The statements contained in this presentation are
based on the Company’s current beliefs and expectations and speak only as of the date of this presentation. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information,
future events and/or otherwise, except to the extent required by law.
To supplement the financial measures presented in this press release and related conference call, presentation, or webcast in accordance with IFRS, Stone also presents the following non-IFRS measures of financial performance: Adjusted Net Income,
Adjusted Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Operating Activities, Adjusted Free Cash Flow and Adjusted Net Cash. A “non-IFRS financial measure” refers to a numerical measure of Stone’s historical or future financial performance or financial position that
either excludes or includes amounts that are not normally excluded or included in the most directly comparable measure calculated and presented in accordance with IFRS in Stone’s financial statements. Stone provides certain non-IFRS measures as
additional information relating to its operating results as a complement to results provided in accordance with IFRS. The non-IFRS financial information presented herein should be considered in conjunction with, and not as a substitute for or superior to, the
financial information presented in accordance with IFRS. There are significant limitations associated with the use of non-IFRS financial measures. Further, these measures may differ from the non-IFRS information, even where similarly titled, used by other
companies and therefore should not be used to compare Stone’s performance to that of other companies. Stone has presented Adjusted Net Income to eliminate the effect of items from Net Income that it does not consider indicative of its continuing
business performance within the period presented. Stone defines Adjusted Net Income as Net Income (Loss) for the Period, adjusted for (1) non-cash expenses related to the grant of share-based compensation and the fair value (mark-to-market) adjustment
for share-based compensation classified as a liability, (2) amortization of intangibles related to acquisitions, (3) one-time impairment charges, (4) unusual income and expenses and (5) tax expense relating to the foregoing adjustments. Stone has presented
Adjusted Free Cash Flow metric, which has limitations as it omits certain components of the overall Cash Flow Statement and does not represent the residual cash flow available for discretionary expenditures. For example, this metric does not incorporate
the portion of payments representing principal reductions of debt or cash payments for business acquisitions. Therefore, we believe it is important to view Free Cash Flows measures only as a complement to our entire consolidated Statements of Cash Flows.
Stone has presented Adjusted Net Cash metric in order to adjust its Net Cash / (Debt) by the balances of Accounts Receivable from Card Issuers and Accounts Payable to Clients, since these lines vary according to the Company’s funding source together with
the lines of (i) Cash and Cash Equivalents, (ii) Short-term Investments, and (iii) Debt balances, due to the nature of Stone’s business and prepayment operation.

As certain of these measures are estimates of, or objectives targeting, future financial performance (“Estimates”), they are unable to be reconciled to their most directly comparable financial measures calculated in accordance with IFRS. There can be no
assurance that the Estimates or the underlying assumptions will be realized and that actual results of operations or future events will not be materially different from the Estimates. Under no circumstances should the inclusion of the Estimates be regarded
as a representation, undertaking, warranty or prediction by the Company, or any other person with respect to the accuracy thereof or the accuracy of the underlying assumptions, or that the Company will achieve or is likely to achieve any particular results.
Certain market and/or industry data used in this presentation were obtained from internal estimates and studies, where appropriate, as well as from market research and publicly available information. Such information may include data obtained from
sources believed to be reliable. However, the Company disclaims the accuracy and completeness of such information, which is not guaranteed. Internal estimates and studies, which the Company believes to be reliable, have not been independently verified.
The Company cannot assure recipients of this presentation that such data is accurate or complete.
The trademarks included herein are the property of the owners thereof and are used for reference purposes only. Such use should not be construed as an endorsement of the products or services of the Company.
Recipients of this presentation are not to construe the contents of this summary as legal, tax or investment advice and recipients should consult their own advisors in this regard. This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes. Neither
the information contained in this presentation, nor any further information made available by the Company or any of its affiliates or employees, directors, representatives, officers, agents or advisers in connection with this presentation will form the basis of
or be construed as a contract or any other legal obligation.

Main Highlights
Strong Growth and Profitability
Highest historical figures in a quarter: net adds, TPV, total revenue and income,
adjusted net income, adjusted net margin and adjusted free cash flow
Record net adds (ex-TON) in a quarter, having accelerated to 69,700 clients in 4Q20
Active client base (ex-TON) of 652,600 in Dec-20, +35.7% y/y, despite Covid
TPV was R$209.9bn in 2020, up 62.6% y/y (38.8% y/y growth excl. Coronavoucher1,
despite Covid impact)
TPV was R$64.4bn in 4Q20, up 60.1% y/y (42.6% y/y growth excl. Coronavoucher1)
Record addition of TPV (ex-Coronavoucher) y/y in a quarter, +R$17.1bn in 4Q20
Total revenue and income for the first-time surpassed R$1.0bn in 4Q20, despite lower
key account revenues
Record adjusted net income in a quarter, reaching R$357.8mm in 4Q20, +30.1% y/y
Adjusted net income of R$958.2mm in 2020, +11.8% y/y, despite R$91.7 mm pre-tax
impact from investments in TON, and Covid-related incentives to clients & donations
Record adjusted net margin in a quarter, reaching 35.7% in 4Q20, +4.9 p.p. q/q

Financial Platform for SMBs and TON: Set for a Strong 2021
Accelerated hubs’ TPV growth y/y to 45% in 4Q20, despite tougher comps
Hub improved execution and results in 4Q20: record sales productivity; average TPV per
client significantly above pre-Covid levels and growing; increased stickiness y/y
Increased from 10% to 34% the activation2 of banking services and/or credit within SMB
payments active clients during 2020
Hub clients active in A+B+C have 2.6x the revenue per client of clients with payments only
Reached 508,200 open digital banking accounts in Dec-20, +151,100 q/q
133,400 digital banking accounts actively being used as the merchant’s main settlement
account as of Dec-20
Over 80% of new hub clients in Mar-21 onboarded into the new ABC platform dashboard
Limiting credit risk exposure: for the first time raised ~R$500 million in third-party capital for
our credit solution
TON: client base reached 113,700 micro merchants in Dec-20, with 83% TPV growth q/q in
4Q20 and with encouraging unit economics

Take-Rate excl. Coronavoucher1 of 1.64% in 4Q20, -16 bps y/y mostly explained by
headwind from lower base rate on key accounts take-rate

Fintech-as-a-Service and Software Solutions
Digital small businesses accelerated revenue growth to 94% y/y in 4Q20, with stable
take-rates q/q, which are even more profitable than the hubs

Outlook (ex-Linx) and Recent Developments
Active client base (ex-TON) expected to reach ~1mm clients by Dec-2021

Over R$200mm in annualized pro-forma software revenue3 as of 4Q20

StoneCo expects to invest in tech, commercial & operations, with headcount from
these teams expected to increase ~60% in 2021

Accelerated growth of pro-forma software revenue4 to 55% y/y as of 4Q20

Take-rates1 of Stone & Pagar.me with upward trend expected along 2021

387,600 software clients in Dec-20, +187% y/y and +13% q/q in 4Q20

Revenue growth expected to accelerate significantly in 2021 y/y

Reached 18.85% ownership of Linx through open market transactions at lower average
price per share than our offer; transaction pending anti-trust authority approval

Scope of media deal with Globo expanded from TON to the StoneCo level, with flip up
of Globo’s shares5; increased flexibility for media allocation

Evolution of Our Business in 2020
More Clients With Our Solutions (In Thousands)

More Convergence of Solutions in Same Clients

Record Addition of TPV in a Year

Strong Profitability Amid Covid

High Customer Service Levels

First Call
Resolution

Level of
Service3

Financial Platform for SMBs (1/3)
V-Shaped Recovery in the Hubs, with Acceleration in 4Q20

Key Developments
Even though we are scaling fast, the quality of our execution and results in
SMBs are improving
Increased y/y: net adds, average TPV per client, sales productivity and
client stickiness
Given these results, and take-rate's upward trend expected along 2021, we
expect to accelerate hub investments this year, increasing the salesforce
headcount by ~60% y/y

Fast Recovery of Client Base, Driven by Hubs

TPV per Client Above pre-Covid and Increasing

Mature Hubs1 Are Growing Strong

Financial Platform for SMBs (2/3)
Increasing activation and engagement…

…Driving better unit economics…

…With massive revenue pool to be addressed
Revenue Pool

Acquiring ~R$20bn
Banking

~R$10bn

Credit

~R$80bn

Software ~R$11bn
Revenue Pool

Total

StoneCo
Market Share 2020

~R$120bn3

~3%

Financial Platform for SMBs (3/3)
Credit Solution

Key Developments
508,200 open digital banking accounts as of 4Q20, with 133,400 accounts actively
being used as the merchant’s main settlement account
Started enabling PIX acceptance to our clients, with similar economics to debit card
transactions for Stone
Raised ~R$500 million in third-party capital for our credit solution, a first step in limiting
risk exposure; on track to raise additional funds with 3rd parties in 1H21

ROA p.m.1

Credit solutions with healthy returns and continuous improvement in our scoring
model

RAR p.m.2

Digital Banking

RAR net of CoF 3
p.m.
Q/Q

Q/Q

Months
Duration4

TON – Accelerating Growth and Improving Economics
…While improving unit economics and maintaining high customer
satisfaction levels

TON is ramping up…
After launch in Mar-20, TON ended 2020 with a
client base nearly 5x the end of 1Q20
Significant ramp-up in TPV, accelerating in the
last months and with improving unit economics,
will be followed by higher investments in 2021
In 2021, TON is looking to expand the ecosystem
of solutions beyond payments, with credit
(enabled by 3rd party capital) and insurance as a
broker

per Month

4Q20
Dec-20
Q/Q

Number of Active Clients1

Net Addition of Clients

Total Payment Volume

(in thousands)

(in thousands)

(Indexed to 100)

Fintech-as-a-Service
Key Developments

Pagar.me Represents ~40% of Total TPV

Digital small businesses ecommerce revenue growth accelerated to 94% y/y in
4Q20, with higher profitability compared to the hubs
On key accounts, we are prioritizing customized solutions to clients rather than
commoditized payments relationships, driving gross margin up
Despite Pagar.me’s ~80% TPV growth y/y in 4Q20, and revenue net of cost of
funding 46% growth y/y, overall Pagar.me’s revenue dropped by 1% y/y as a
result of declining base rate in Brazil and take rate reduction in key accounts
Investments in technology in 2021 to advance in our product roadmap for
fintech-as-a-service (banking-as-a-service and credit-as-a-service)
Digital Small Businesses Accelerated Growth and Key Accounts Increased Margins

Digital Small Businesses with Stable Take-Rate y/y, While Key Accounts’ Profitability Was
Impacted by Lower Base Rate

Advancing in Our Software Strategy
Update on the Linx Transaction

Key Developments
Presence in 8 verticals1
Over R$200mm in annualized pro-forma software revenue2 as of 4Q20
Accelerated organic growth of pro-forma software revenue3 to 55% y/y as of 4Q20
387,600 software clients in Dec-20, +187% y/y and 13% q/q in 4Q20
Solutions helping merchants to digitize their business
Food delivery platform: restaurant base, orders, GMV and revenue all grew
above 100% y/y in 2020
Leading social media management platform: ~75% revenue growth y/y and
clients’ post impressions growth of over 100% y/y, both in 2020

Linx transaction pending anti-trust authority (CADE) approval
Stone acquired 35.7mm shares of Linx (BVMF:LINX3) through open market
transactions at an average price of R$36.5175/share, lower than our offer approved
in the Linx shareholders meeting, reaching a 18.85% basic ownership as of Feb-21

In the last months we worked with Linx in a clean team dynamics to evolve in our
integration planning
Linx Core: strategic asset to help merchants manage their business, with integrated
suite of POS & ERP software across 11+ Verticals
Linx Digital4: adds omnichannel sales management capabilities, having recently
expanded to the middle market; 88% GMV growth in 3Q20 y/y
Linx Pay: strategy to migrate clients to the Stone payments platform

Organic Revenue Growth Acceleration in 4Q20

Annualized pro-forma
revenue2 (4Q20)

Consistent Client Base Growth and Convergence in Same Clients

Payments clients with at
least one software solution
(4Q20)

Strong Top-Line Growth – Quarterly Data
Active Clients – Payments1

Total Payment Volume

Total Revenue and Income

Strong Top-Line Growth – Annual Data
Active Clients – Payments1

Total Payment Volume

Total Revenue and Income

Operating Leverage and Profitability – Quarterly Data
Total Costs and Expenses1

Financial Expenses

Adjusted Net Income and Margin2

Operating Leverage and Profitability – Annual Data
Total Costs and Expenses1

Financial Expenses

Adjusted Net Income and Margin2

1,3 50.0

40%

1,1 50.0

30%

950 .0

20%

750 .0

10%

550 .0

0%

350 .0

-10%

150 .0

(50.0)

-20%

Summary Statement of Profit and Loss
Δ%

Δ

Δ%

Δ

Adjusted Free Cash Flow and Reconciliation (non-IFRS)
Adjusted Free Cash Flow1

‘

Positives and Negatives of 2020

Positives

Negatives

Great evolution of strategy and execution of Stone (SMBs +
TON) and Pagar.me, with KPIs and unit economics pointing
to an encouraging future

Covid impact on Stone’s (SMBs + TON) short-term plans, with
some investments put on hold in 1H20, e.g.: hub expansion
plan and investments in TON

Team evolution, while keeping a strong culture

Bad decision of customer support team resizing in mid-May,
given the fast bounce back experienced

Adapted fast to the Covid lockdowns, with focus on liquidity
management and capital allocation, while supporting our
clients, team and community

Slow to change key accounts’ strategy from commoditized
payments relationship to customized solutions with focus on
margins

Important strategic step with acquisition of Linx and
enhanced ecosystem of software solutions

Could have been faster in the launch of ABC platform

Solid financial management of the company, balancing
growth and profitability

Could have advanced more in organic initiatives for
digitization of retail, in addition to the Linx acquisition

2021 Outlook (ex-Linx)

Client Base
Over 1 million active clients (ex-TON)

Investments
60% increase in headcount for the
technology, commercial and
operations teams

Take-Rate1
Upward trend in Stone (SMB + TON)
along 2021
Upward trend in Pagar.me along 2021

Adjusted Net Margin
Roughly stable compared to 2020

Revenue Growth
Significant acceleration from 2020
growth level

Effective Tax Rate
Similar levels compared to 2020

Appendix – Adjusted Net Income Reconciliation and EPS (Non-IFRS)

Diluted Adjusted EPS6

